Oh! What was that awful crack?
I think I've really hurt my ______.
Seeing
constellations
requires a knack
Of staring
and staring
at a sky so so ____.
Oh, icky pooh!
Oh, yucky ack!
The egg I stepped on just went _____. 
Who's the boy who
Fell on his back?
It wasn't Jill.
It must be _____.
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If you need
A roomy sack
You can always buy
A big red _____.
If you see ducks
In a great big pack
You never can tell
Which one said,
"____."
All the fish you  
Didn't throw back  
Can hang to dry on  
That nice wooden  

_____.
Coffee beans,
Some brown,
Some black,
Will fit inside
The burlap ____.
With a hammer
You take a whack
But never give
Yourself a ____.
If you're feeling

A hunger attack,

It will help to eat

A healthy ______.
Book on book, 
One orange, 
One black, 
Together they form
A very tall _____.
Sometimes red,
Sometimes black
For pinning things up,
You need a _____.
A helpful animal
For carrying a pack
Is the very hairy,
Furry ______.